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Abstract 

In this paper, we propose a novel pixel-based stylization technique that analyzes and 

transfers impressionistic styles. A pixel-based stylization technique has tended to focus on 

only a single term (color or texture), so that it is not easy for them to express complex 

styles, such as impressionist paintings. In this paper, we propose a novel pixel-based 

stylization technique that analyze and transfer impressionistic styles. We analyze regions 

of a source image with respect to three characteristics – color pattern, texture, and flow 

pattern – and then transfer each region's impressionistic style to a target image based on 

saliency similarities. 

 

Keywords: Style Transfer, Non-photorealistic Rendering, Painterly Rendering 

 

1. Introduction 

Painting expresses a scene on canvas using brush strokes and pigments, with various 

textures and colors depending on the brushes. A wide variety of styles of painting have 

emerged nowadays, many of which are found to depend on the type of brush, the method 

of paint application, and the mode of color mixture on the canvas. In the 19th century, 

Impressionist painters made innovative use of color contrast, brush orientation, and 

texturing to achieve a novel style from previous academism painters who followed 

standard rules. Figure 1 provides a famous example of such expression, a self-portrait by 

Vincent Van Gogh. In this image, we can see that the background is expressed using 

complementary contrastive effects, mixing reddish and bluish hues, while brush stroke 

orientation is arranged according to the outline of the depicted figure. The figure itself, on 

the other hand, is expressed using less contrastive yellowish hues, and brush stroke 

orientation follows the normal shape (spreadable effects). 

In the late 1990's, researchers began to explore new rendering techniques for 

transferring painterly styles from a reference image to a target image. In these reference-

based style transfer techniques, either the color or the texture of the reference image was 

analyzed numerically and applied in some way to the target image. However, there have 

been very little research considering both color and texture information. Also, most of it 

has been limited to simple patterns of color or texture. Thus, no such technique has yet 

been proposed to successfully transfer the rich characteristics (color contrast, stroke 

direction pattern, etc.) of impressionist painting. 

In this paper, we propose a pixel-based style transfer technique that can successfully 

transfer the style of a reference impressionist painting to a target image. To accomplish 

this, we shall segment the reference image and analyze two different style components: 

color contrast and intensity of texture. We then apply these same style components to 

regions of the target image automatically. To match regions of the reference and target 

images, we make use of image saliency information, which helps discriminate what 

portions of the image are noticeable to the human eye. We segment the target image and 

extract the saliency distribution of each region. Based on the saliency distribution of the 
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region in which a pixel located, we determine a candidate set of pixels from the source 

image and then select the best candidate pixel from this set based on extracted style 

information. From our technique, we can transfer the color contrast of the reference image 

to the target image based on matched regions. 

Our work presents the following contributions. First, we extended existing texture 

transfer algorithms by considering not only low-level features but also high-level features, 

allowing us to express impressionistic texturing effects more fully. Second, we achieved a 

more appropriate stylistic transfer by using saliency information to identify corresponding 

regions in both target and reference images. Finally, we tried to evaluate our transfer 

technique through a quantitative test. 

 

 

Figure 1. Real Painting (Vincent Van Gogh, Self-Portrait), in the Red Color 
Box, We Can See Complementary Contrastive Effects and Coherent 

Direction Flow According to Outline. In the Blue Color Box, We Can See 
Similar Colors are used and Stroke Direction Follows the Normal Shape of 

the Face 

2. Related Work 

The use of painterly rendering techniques for expressing realistic painting effects 

in computer graphics was first proposed by [7] and carried further in the work of 

[10] and [23]. Papers by [9] and [11] suggested a method for expressing stroke 

textures using texture mapping. [17, 26, 31, 35] further suggested simulating the 

styles of specific painters such as Van Gogh, Seurat, etc. [14] and [34] discussed 

controlling various stroke effects based on properties of the painted ( i.e. rendered) 

object. All of these research activities belong to the field of stroke-based rendering 

[12], which expresses painting effects using the stroke as a basic unit. Stroke-based 

rendering’s advantage is that the result can be modified by transforming the size, 

direction, or shape of the strokes. However, some trial and error is needed to obtain 

a result exhibiting the effect of the reference image.  

To better express the style of a painted reference image, style transfer techniques 

have also emerged as a topic of research. These techniques can generally be divided 

into two groups: those that transfer texture characteristics, and those that transfer 

color characteristics. Texture transfer was derived from texture synthesis research 

described in [1, 3, 22]. [13] introduced the image analogies technique for expression 

of an artistic effect using texture transfer. This method produces impressive results 

using globally optimal and locally coherent texture synthesis, but it is also time -

consuming and requires that the user enter the non-filtered image as an input. To 

overcome this limitation, [2] proposed the determination of a candidate set based on 

local search and the extraction of results by looking at the mean and standard 
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deviation of luminance data. This is less time-consuming and does not require user 

input of the non-filtered image. [21] uses an additional direction factor in the 

distance function to make use of image shape in pixel-based rendering, producing an 

artistic effect that can clearly express shape information. Though these methods do a 

good job reflecting the texture pattern of the source image, they cannot reflect the 

flow of stroke and color information of a reference image. 

It should be noted that all of the above research focuses on either color or texture, 

but not both. In [6] and [13], both color and texture are considered, but the work is 

primarily aimed at texture synthesis and tries to synthesize color and texture 

naturally with neighboring pixels or patches. Thus, they do not consider color 

contrast in the context of artistic character. In [24, 28, 30], color information is 

transferred from a reference image based either on histogram information or average 

and standard deviation information. Unlike these, our algorithm transfers color and 

texture at the same time using actual pixel values of the reference image directly. 

Recently, [25] has suggested a style transfer method that considers color. In his 

paper, he expresses color and texture information using color patches derived from 

the source and target images. In contrast to their work, our technique introduces 

saliency information to the pixel-based approach. 

Saliency information is now widely used in computer graphics. [18] and [20] 

have used saliency for the visualization of volume and mesh data. [4] has described 

image segmentation based on saliency values. For painterly effects, [5] has 

suggested controlling various attributes of brush strokes using saliency values. It 

should be noted that in all of these previous investigations, saliency techniques have 

been applied to stroke-based methods of rendering. No work has yet been done on 

the use of saliency in the context of pixel-based texture transfer. 

Evaluating methods for NPR is currently challenging work. In stroke-based 

rendering, [15] and [27] have proposed an evaluation method for quantitatively 

estimating the temporal and time coherence value of their results. In general, 

quantitative evaluations of NPR reduce to algorithm performance in terms of time 

and memory cost, but for estimating the aesthetic similarity between a reference 

image and a resulting image, the best methods to date are user surveys and other 

forms of feedback. In this paper, we attempt to address this by suggesting and using 

a quantitative method of evaluation based on image retrieval techniques. Using this 

method, we hope to determine whether a style transfer has succeeded, and whether 

greater stylistic similarity was achieved compared to previous texture and color 

transfer techniques. 

 

3. Style Analysis from Reference Image 

There are many visual characteristics that define the style of an impressionist 

painting. In this paper, we select and analyze two basic characteristics: color and 

texture. For some impressionistic paintings, these characteristics may vary 

significantly even within the same image. To properly express this variation, we 

have performed a mean-shift segmentation of the reference image and collected 

separate style information for each region. We also extracted saliency information 

based on [8]'s saliency extraction technique. Paintings are a mixture of color and 

texture information, so it is necessary to separate color and texture information for 

effective analysis. To accomplish this separation, we use [33]'s image 

decomposition approach, and divide into high-frequency image information 

(texture) and low-frequency image information (color). Let S be the reference 

(source) image and each region of segment defined by Sn. Figure 2 shows the 

information extracted from a reference image and we define each value by Sseg, 

Ssal, Scol and Stex. The reference image (S) is defined as follows: 
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TexFlowColSalS                                       (2) 

Where Saln means average saliency of n'th region and Coln and Texn is style value of 

n'th region. Each style value is explained in the following section. 
 

    

(a)Sseg (b)Ssal (c)Scol (d)Stex 

Figure 2. Extracted Information from a Reference (Source) Image 

3.1. Color Style Analysis 

To analyze color style, we considered the color distribution of each segment. For this, 

we extracted a hue distribution from Scol per region and selected the colors with highest 

frequency in the resulting histogram, defining c as the color with maximum frequency. 

Based on c, we then looked for the hue distance for other color values, and calculated the 

ratio of each color's portion of the high-frequency color space. Figure 3 shows the hue 

histogram for a region selected from background of Figure 1, and the constituent color's 

portions of the high-frequency color space. Finally, Coln is calculated using equation (3) 

}),,(),,(),,{(
32211

pcpcpcCol
n

               (3) 

Where c is the maximum frequency hue value, Ɵ is the hue distance from c, and p 

is the proportion of the color to the high-frequency color space. The range for hue 

distribution is 1~360, and for pn is 0~1. 

 

 

Figure 3. Color Analysis of a Reference Image Region 

3.2. Texture Style Analysis 

In real paintings, the texture effect is dependent on the type of brush and the 

amount of paint used in a region of brush strokes. To analyze texture style, we used 

Stex. In Stex, we can see the regions located brush have brighter  intensity value than 

other regions. Thus, we can calculate the average luminance of a given region and, 

based on this value, analyze the intensity of the texture within each region. 
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(a) Stex (b) High Texture Region (c) Low Texture Region 

Figure 4. Texture Strength at Each Region 

4. Style Transfer Based on Image Saliency 

To transfer the style of a reference image, we modify [21]'s pixel based texture 

transfer algorithm and use it. This technique is very simple and time efficient. As in 

the reference analysis step, we again extract segment and saliency information from 

the target image (Figure 5 Below, we first provide a general outline of our algorithm, 

and then provide detail on specific techniques.) 

 

   

(a) Target Image (b) Tseg (c) Tsal 

Figure 5. Extracted Information from the Target Image 

4.1. Outline of Our Style Transfer  

 Given target image T, reference image S, and result image R: 

Initialize R by filling it with pixels taken randomly from S. Let function g maintain the 

relation between the mapping of pixels: pixel r in R obtains its value from pixel g(r) in S. 

Visit each pixel r in R, scanning in order from top-left to bottom-right. (a) Build 

candidate set Q based on image saliency (See Figure 6) (b) Select minimum distance 

argument from Q, and update r in R. (See Figure 7 and Figure 8) 

Go back to step 2 if necessary (as in the case where the iteration parameter is greater 

than 1). 

 

4.2. Style Matching between Reference and Target Image  

For style matching between each segment of Tseg and Sseg, we use image saliency 

information. We find average saliency value per each segment region of T, and find 

matching regions of S with similar Saln. From this step, the background region of T with 

low saliency value is automatically matched with the background region of S. However, 

some regions have unnatural matched backgrounds. For example, the highest saliency 

region in T is face region. On the other hand, the highest saliency region in S is neck 

region. Accordingly, we just use saliency based matching by guiding information, and the 

final matching decision is determined by the user. 
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4.3. Candidate Set Construction Based on Image Saliency 

It is important to construct the candidate pixel set in a way that accurately reflects the 

texture and color of the reference image without costing too much processing time. To 

help achieve this accuracy, our technique makes use of saliency information to construct a 

candidate pixel set for a given pixel r. There are two reasons for using saliency in this way. 

First, within a group of similar paintings, there tends to have similar saliency distribution. 

Second, when we perform style transfer, we are most concerned with moving a style from 

a highly focused region on the reference image to a highly focused region on the target 

image. We classify all pixels in the source image on the basis of their saliency value. We 

then extract the saliency range of the region in the target image where the current pixel r 

lies. The candidate set is composed of k source image pixels that lie within the saliency 

distribution range of the target image, with the value of k chosen by the user. In general, 

we use k=15. Figure 6 shows the process of selecting the candidate set based on saliency 

value. 

 

4.4. Distance Function 

We use equation (4) and (5) to calculate the similarity between each candidate pixel q 

in a candidate set Q and the current pixel r. We then update the value of r to the value of 

the candidate pixel that lies at minimum distance from r. The distance function is 

composed of from 3 terms: the color term, the direction term, and the texture term. This 

three-term composition is similar to [21]'s distance term; however we modify each term 

by considering the style of the reference image, 

Update ),(minarg qrDr
Qq

                                          (4) 

),(),(),(),( qrDWqrDqrDWqrD
dirdtexcolc

 (5) 

Where the Wc and Wd is color and direction weight and we generally use Wc=1 and 

Wd=0.5. 

 

 

Figure 6. Selecting the Candidate Set Based on Saliency Value and 
Segmented Region Information 

4.4.1. Color Term 

The color distance term is calculated based on luminance and hue (equation 6~8): 

22
),(

hvrcol
qqTqrD                             (6) 

)(,)( rxxTTr                                               (7) 
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Where Tr is the luminance value of pixel r in the target image, and qv is the luminance 

value of the current candidate pixel. ε is changed hue value and qh is the hue value of the 

current candidate pixel, while ω is a random value between 0 and 1. Previous proposed 

techniques [2], [21] used the mean value of a square filter centered on the current pixel r; 

however, the results of these techniques tended to look blurred because the square area 

averages out the luminance value. In this paper, we instead generated an anisotropic 

kernel and utilized the mean value of the corresponding filter. To achieve this, we 

extracted tensor information from the image using the edge tangent flow described in [16] 

and calculated the mean luminance of the area using Kuwahara filtering as suggested by 

[19]. We then compared the calculated anisotropic mean luminance value Tr and the 

candidate pixel luminance qv in equation (8). Figure 7 shows the tensor directions and 

Kuwahara filtering for an image. The second term of this equation denotes color 

similarity. We calculated ε based on hue distribution for the selected segment. We 

changed the current target pixel value based on the color distribution ratio pn. This allows 

us to express various color styles on the target image even when a given region of the 

target image starts out with a solid color. Figure 8 shows the color transferring result 

according to color table. 

 

   

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 7. (a) Flow Field for a Selected Region (b), (c) Square and 
Kuwahara Filtering Based on Current Pixel Information 

 

 

Figure 8. Color Transfer Step Based on Matching Color Table 

 

4.4.2. Directional Term 

We used the direction of the I-shape (proposed in [21]) according to the edge flow. 

Because of this term, the direction of each texture follows the gradient of source image. 

So that the results are seem naturally 

)(,)(),(
2

rIxqvxRqrD
iiI
                            (9) 
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Where R(xi) is the average luminance value of pixel xi in the I-shape neighborhood of 

result image. 

 

4.4.3. Texture Term 

Our technique determines texture effect dynamically according to the neighbor size 

parameter. We calculate neighbor size based on the average intensity value of matched 

region S. The user only needs to set the minimum and maximum neighbor size. Here, we 

use a minimum size of 5 and a maximum size of 13. 

 

4.5. Updating the Pixel 

After identifying the candidate pixel at minimum distance from the target pixel, we 

update pixel r with the candidate pixel's hue and luminance value. We retain the saturation 

of the target image. 

}`),(,`{)(
vk

qrTqrR                                                       (10) 

 

5. Experimental Results  

We tested our algorithm on various source images and compared it with other texture 

transfer methods. The algorithm takes about 20s to execute on a 2.8 GHz Pentium with 4 

GB of memory for a HD size. Figure 9 shows the results when using Figure 2 as a 

reference image. In the face portion of the target image, there is a distinct yellowish 

texture similar to that of the reference image, and in the background there are color 

contrast patterns even in target regions that were solidly colored before the transfer. 

Judging from this result, our technique for style transfer is a success: multiple color and 

texture styles were transferred effectively to appropriate regions the target image. 

Furthermore, our use of an anisotropic kernel eliminated blurring artifacts. 

 

 

Figure 9. Resulting Image 
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Figure 10 compares our algorithm with other algorithms. Figure 10(a) shows the result 

of Ashkhmin's algorithm, and Figure 10(b) shows the result of applying Reinhard's color 

transfer algorithm and texture transfer algorithm simultaneously. Because previous 

texture transfer algorithms use only the color of the target image, the source image color 

is not reflected in the result. Figure 10(c) shows Lee's directional texture transfer 

technique. In this result, we can see the directional texture effect according to target flow. 

However, they also consider only luminance channel and use the original color of target 

image. Figure 10(d) shows our results without considering saliency. We eliminate blurred 

artifacts by using an anisotropic kernel. Also, note that in Figure 9 the texture effect 

appears stronger than in Figure 10(d). By choosing a candidate based on the pixels' 

saliency value, we create candidate sets of similarly valued pixels and generate better 

results. Figure 11 shows the results for various source images. Note that our algorithm 

reflects the color of the source image and not that of the target image. Figure 11 shows the 

result when we apply our technique using a reference image that is similar to our target 

image. We use the direction of the I-shape (proposed in [21]) according to the edge flow. 

Because of this term, the direction of each texture follows the gradient of source image. 

So that the results are seem naturally 

 

 

(a) [2]’s Result 

 

(b) [2] +[30]’s Result 

 

(c) [21]’s Result 

 

(d) Our Result 

Figure 10. Result from Previous Works’ Algorithm 

6. Evaluation of Results 

To evaluate our algorithm, we carried out both a quantitative and a qualitative test. In 

the quantitative test, we compared similarities between rendering result and reference 

image based on contents' similarity evaluation. In the qualitative test, we scored the 

feeling from the viewer after showing them all results of previous research algorithms. 
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6.1. Quantitative Test 

The goal of style transfer is to transfer the characteristic style of a reference image to a 

target image. To estimate quantitatively how successful this transfer is (i.e. how 

stylistically similar the resulting image is to the reference image), we utilize methods 

developed in work on content-based image retrieval (CBIR). The overall aim of CBIR is 

to find the best-matched image from a DB given a user designated input image. CBIR 

queries are based on image content information like texture and color, and as such provide 

a convenient method for estimating the similarity of our reference and result images. We 

apply this method to evaluate our own transfer technique, as well as four others. To find 

specific information on color and texture, we divide the image between color and texture 

data using image decomposition technique. We then evaluate color and texture separately. 

To measure color similarity, we use the color NxM grams algorithm [32], outlined as 

follows: simplify by k according to hue value (generally, k=6). Analyze the pattern in the 

NxM grid and look for frequencies. Based on the frequency histograms of the result and 

reference images, find the region of intersection. The size of the region of intersection is 

determined by equation (11), yielding a value between 0 and 1. The closer the value is to 

0, the greater the region of intersection and the more similar the two images are with 

respect to color. 
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Where Q indicates the reference image, I indicates the result image, T represents the 

total pattern that results from the NxM grid (calculated as k^(N*M)) and t indicates the 

frequency of the current pattern j. To measure texture similarity, we use the GLCM 

algorithm. This algorithm extracts four features – contrast, energy, entropy and 

homogeneity – from a given texture. Each detail algorithm and equation is explained in  

[29].  We calculated feature value of reference image and each result. We then attempted 

to find the distance value of each feature. Based on these two methods, we tested 20 

sample images. We generated results by ours and previous pixel based algorithm and 

calculated average distance value. We were then able to get the following results (Table 

1). 

From these results, we can see that our algorithm achieves higher general similarity 

than other algorithms. Because our algorithm uses hue values of the reference image 

directly, it produces a much smaller color distance than other algorithms that use average 

and stand deviation of whole color. This is therefore not good in painting, which has 

distinct color at each region. As for texture similarity, our algorithm again shows a 

smaller overall distance value than other algorithms, though we do get a larger distance 

for the contrast feature compared to the [21] algorithm. We estimate our algorithm can 

transfer style of reference image well. 

Table 1. Comparing Results 

Factor 
 

Our Lee10’s Ashikhmin03’s Reinhard01’s Reinhard01’s+Ashikhmin03’s 

Color 

 

0.266 0.479 0.486 0.616 03616 

Texture 
(Contrast) 

0.050 0.041 0.064 0.149 0.063 

Texture 
(Energy) 

0.004 0.005 0.013 0.879 0.013 

Texture 

(Homogeneity) 

0.020 0.002 0.031 0.589 0.269 
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6.2. Qualitative Test 

We wanted to know how much our results are similar to paintings. To achieve this, we 

used user study. The user sample consisted of 30 participants between 20 and 30 years of 

age, with various majors in undergraduate and graduate studies; 15 engineering majors, 5 

art majors, and 10 other majors. Our study used two tests to compare the results of a 

conventional style transfer algorithm: a stroke based rendering algorithm, and our 

algorithm. We first asked the participants to assign a score ranging from 1 to 7 to indicate 

how natural a resulting image seemed. Next, we showed the reference image and resulting 

image together, and asked users to assign a score ranging from 1 to 7 to indicate the 

degree of similarity between the two images. 

 

    

(a) T (b) Vincent Van Gogh, 
“Blossoming Chestnut 

Branches”, 1890 

(c) Seurat, 
“Eiffel 

Tower”,1889 

(d) Paul Signac, “The Papal 
Palace”, 1990 

   

(e) Result From S=(b) (f) Result From S=(c) (g) Result From S=(d) 

Figure 11. Various Results According To S 

 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 12. User Study Results 
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The results from the two tests are shown in Figure12. In first asking, as you can see in 

(a), stroke-based rendering techniques received a high score. Clear textures and various 

sizes of stroke caused this result. Our method got a lower score than stroke-based 

renderings. However, our results relatively got a higher score than other texture transfer 

methods because of various colors of brush stroke, texture, and considering object shape. 

In (b), texture transfer methods got a high score because stroke-based rendering did not 

reflect reference images. Our results got the highest score because of reflecting the color 

and texture of reference images. 

 

7. Conclusions and Future Works  

In this paper, we proposed a novel impressionist style transfer technique that improves 

upon previous style transfer techniques by taking into account both low-level and high-

level features, such as color contrast and directional patterning, of the source image. To 

achieve this, we analyzed the color contrast, orientation and texture of regions per each 

segment and matched target segment based on image saliency. We also constructed  

candidate sets of pixels on the basis of target image saliency and tried to find the best 

candidate pixel cy considering style information. Our algorithm sometimes generates 

unnatural results because our saliency information is not perfect and makes unnatural 

matching or candidate sets. However, we can almost successfully transfer the 

characteristic style of a source image to a target image in a single pass. 

There are several opportunities for further research in this area. Currently, our 

algorithm does not consider the saturation of a candidate pixel, sometimes leading to 

unnatural results. In the sky part of Figure 13, for example, the saturation of T is high but 

the saturation of S is low, resulting in some loss of color style. To prevent this loss, we 

intend to integrate the saturation value into our distance function. We would also like to 

explore the addition of outline style to our current set of transferred styles. Finally, we are 

planning to reduce time cost by GPU based algorithm. 

 

 

Figure 13. Limited Work(Sky Part) 
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